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1 INTRODUCTION 
Definitions 
The ORIGAMI project defined itself in its Description of Work as being “concerned with improvements 
in long-distance1 door-to-door passenger transport chains through both improved co-modality and 
intermodality.”    
 
This sentence only mentions transport chains and it fails to acknowledge that the concept of co-
modality means to make best use of each transport mode, which can also mean that the best option 
for a given trip is to make the entire trip with a single mode of transport.  Therefore ORIGAMI not only 
has to address intermodal, but also unimodal journeys, most notably pure car journeys.  Pure cycle 
trips would also be unimodal, but where these are longer than 100 km, they would in all normal cases 
be pure sports or leisure rides, where other considerations than those for pure transport movements 
come in, and which therefore fall outside the scope of this project2.   Coach and train trips may also be 
classed as unimodal, if both terminals are in walking distance from origin and destination, and the 
same is in principle true for bus journeys, although for travel distances of more than 100 km normally 
coaches rather than buses are used.  Unimodality is not considered for air travel and long-distance 
ferries, since the number of travellers that live in walking distance from airports and large ferry ports is 
too low to warrant further exploration. 
 
For intermodal trips ORIGAMI is looking at all elements of the transport chain: 

Ø The “first and last mile” from the interchanges to final origin and destination, which again may 
encompass more than one mode; 

Ø The interchanges to, within and from the long-distance part of the trip (exempt from the ORIGAMI 
investigation with regard to interchanges are all airside operations at the airport); and  

Ø The central long-distance journey that may comprise one or more legs and one or more modes. 
 
The “first and last mile” may involve one or any combination and number of the following modes: bus / 
tram / metro, rail including S-Bahn, ferry, car, and cycling and walking.  Furthermore, ORIGAMI also 
looks at the pre-trip stage where the trip is actually planned. 
 
For the long-distance leg, there are four types: 

Ø Journeys where the long leg only involves one mode, e.g. access trip to the airport, flight (with or 
without interim stop and flight change), egress from airport; this would also include trips that are 
made by car all the way from origin to destination and do not involve any change of mode at all; 

Ø Journeys that involve more than one-long-distance leg, e.g. access to a rail station, rail journey to 
an airport 200 km away, a flight and then the egress from the airport; 

Ø Journeys where the long leg is not continuous, but may be interrupted by local transport, e.g. 
access to a rail station, a rail trip to London Waterloo, the tube to Heathrow airport, a flight to 
Paris and then egress there; and finally 

Ø Journeys with cars that involve trains or ferries; in certain contexts they are considered as 
unimodal, because the passenger uses the same car from beginning to the end of the journey; 
however, on the ferry or train, the passengers have to leave their vehicles and go into the lounges 
or coaches for safety reasons, and at that stage they do become a ferry or train passenger like 
any other, except that they can leave their luggage in the car.  The same type applies for trains 
loaded on a ferry, so that in general roll-on and roll-off traffic qualifies for this type. 

 
Scope 
The DoW of ORIGAMI says: “Task 5.3 will bring together the two sets of solutions found in both Task 
5.1 and Task 5.2 and categorise them into one common framework.  The solutions will then be 
systematically compared against the user and system requirements established in WP4.” 
 
                                                   
1  Long-distance trips are, within ORIGAMI, defined as all trips over at least 100 km. 
2   In addition, their mode share is negligible. 
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In accordance with this, the initial idea for this working paper had been to look at both user needs and 
system needs at the same time, so that they would form a matrix in which the fields would then be 
filled in with solutions that meet a particular pair of user and system needs.  However, the way in 
which task T4.2 developed meant that the system needs are now defined on the background of the 
user needs and the two are no longer independent entities.  Therefore the originally designed matrix 
will now become a simple table in which the system needs will form the rows and the different types of 
solutions will become the columns. 
 
For the system needs, those listed in chapter 4 of D4.2 as “critical areas” will form the backbone of the 
table.  For the main trip stage this will be augmented by requirements of car trips and trips by ferry, for 
which no critical areas were identified.  For all of them there will be a review whether there are any 
other needs, not identified as critical in D4.2, but still relevant for the analysis of gaps and bottlenecks, 
that need to be added. 
 
Structure of the paper 
As stated before, this present working paper, constituting the first milestone of T5.3 Gasp and 
Bottlenecks, builds on the work previously carried out in WP4 Needs and WP5 Solutions for the above 
defined elements of long-distance passenger journeys.    
 
System needs that have been discussed in deliverable D4.2 will be reviewed in chapter 2.   
 
Chapter 3 will then look at the solutions listed in the ORIGAMI web directory and milestone MS8 for 
best practice and envisaged solutions that meet the system needs. 
 
Finally, some conclusions will be drawn concerning potential gaps and bottlenecks where there have 
been needs identified for which no solutions have been found. 
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2 SYSTEM NEEDS 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 4 of D4.2 contains three tables with critical areas that are shown again in the following.  The 
critical areas are classified by the criticality level: low (√), medium (√√) and high (√√√). 
 

2.2 FIRST / LAST MILE STAGE 
The first one of these tables concerns the so-called first/last mile stage of any long-distance journey.  
They can also be referred to as access and egress stages to the long-distance leg(s), and for 
simplicity of phrasing will in the following discussion simply referred to as “access” or “access stage”. 
 

Table 2-1  First/last mile stage: critical areas in the system needs 

 
 
For access by car, two issues are listed.  For the purposes of this paper, the general reduction of 
travel time will be seen in the context of efficient connections, i.e. high-quality roads that allow quick 
and easy access to the interchange point, while minimising congestion will refer to effective traffic 
management.    
 
A requirement for car users not listed here is the need for a parking space.  Is the car used for the first 
leg of a journey, then the parking space is needed at the interchange, and if this interchange is an 
urban rail station, then parking is often a problem.  The solution could either be to build more spaces 
or to manage the spaces through a rep-booking system that could advise the driver at the approach to 
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the station not only where the nearest parking lot is, but the nearest available space - may be not in 
the nearest lot.  Where the car is used for the entire journey and, again, ends up in an urban area with 
which the driver is often not familiar, then the possibility to book a free parking space that is as close 
as possible to the final destination and then to be guided towards it, would be a very valuable service.   
 
The final requirement with regard to cars is to have one available at the destination station for the final 
mile.  At airports this normally means car rental, but in most rail and coach stations there will only be 
taxis available for final legs that cannot easily be done by public transport.  The availability of a car 
sharing station would avoid the need for taxis, reduce the costs for travel and may encourage 
multimodal travel in the first place. 
 
For buses as well as trams the general requirements for reducing travel time are the same as for cars, 
but in addition to generally optimising traffic, buses will benefit from bus lanes, which may be 
segregated or just a reserved lane within the general road space.  Those within the general road 
space may be permanent, or where bus volumes are lower, only be reserved during peak traffic.  In 
addition, buses and trams can be speeded up through bus and tram priority at junctions.  Safe and 
comfortable stops are specific to both buses and trams, and for metro stations there is also the issue 
of accessibility for those not able to use escalators or even stairs in the case of an escalator 
breakdown. 
 
D4.2 was generally written with a view to user needs, but the operator perspective is also relevant.  
Optimising operations is a requirement that is relevant for all transport operators, and for all of them 
there are various means to doing so.  However, in the context of buses there is one particular option to 
which much more attention should be given, and that relates to the fact that there are so many large 
buses running around with only one or two passengers in it, which makes public transport in these 
cases very inefficient.  But there are some examples where taxis are being used on demand instead of 
scheduled buses at times or on routes with low demand, which hugely increases efficiency.  
 
For rail there is the need for information listed, but this will be moved into a separate category of pre-
trip information that was not used in D4.2.  
 
Enhancement of connections to other modes is, in D4.2, meant to be specifically the building of airport 
rail links, but could of course also refer to ports, although for these even the provision of bus links 
would be an improvement to the status quo.  What is equally relevant for rail stations as for metros is 
accessibility to the platforms, but this issue will be addressed in the context of rail stations as 
interchange points anyhow, and therefore does not need to be listed here as well. 
 
Good cycle paths and footpaths are certainly needed, but they should be seen as part of the general 
local infrastructure and not as a potential bottleneck for long-distance journeys.  Given that long-
distance journeys generally involve some form of luggage, there will only be very few long-distance 
travellers wanting to access the main mode by bike and certainly not warrant building dedicated cycle 
paths for them.  Similarly, information provision for pedestrians and cyclists on their way to airports, 
ports and railway stations, cannot be seen as a bottleneck for long-distance travel.  Facilities for 
pedestrians and cyclists are therefore not included in any further considerations for this paper. 
 
Something else to note is that the table does not make any reference to ferries, although they may 
also form a key part of the access to a long-distance means of transport, with the ferries connecting to 
Amsterdam Central train station and to Marco Polo airport in Venice among the most prominent 
examples.  The key system need for these is that they are fast and frequent; this is of course also 
relevant for other public transport, but for ferries speed differences can be particularly stark.  
Furthermore, they have the same requirements as buses concerning safe and comfortable stops. 
 
Common to all public transport modes is the need for real-time information on the current mode: is the 
bus/train/ferry on time?  Will I reach the interchange in time for my onward connection?  And related to 
that in addition, I would be useful if the traveller had also real-time information on the onward 
connection: will they depart on time?  Or can I relax, because my bus is delayed, but I can see that my 
flight is delayed as well.   
 
The final list of system needs for the first/last mile for chapter 3 is therefore the one shown in Table 
2-2. 
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Table 2-2  First/last mile system needs for analysis of bottlenecks 

Mode System needs 
Efficient road connections 
Effective urban traffic management 
Pre-bookable parking space 

Car 

Availability of a car for the last mile 
Safe and comfortable stops 
Accessible metro stops 
Dedicated bus lanes 
Bus and tram priority at junctions 
Public transport links to ports 

Bus, tram, metro 

Optimising public transport operation 
Rail Rail links to ports and airports 

Fast and frequent connections to airports and rail stations Ferries 
Safe and comfortable stops 
Real-time information on status of current vehicle All public transport 
Real-time information on status of onward main mode of travel 

 
 

2.3 INTERCHANGES 
Table 2-3 shows the critical areas for interchanges identified in D4.2. 
 

Table 2-3  Interchanges: critical areas in the system needs 
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To keep the sequence for interchanges the same as for the first/last mile and the main mode, rail 
stations shall be discussed first.  A pleasant station layout is indeed missing in many stations, and 
unpleasant stations will deter many travellers from using rail at all; so this can be relevant for the gaps 
and bottlenecks.  The ease of access is most relevant, and most difficult to achieve, for mobility 
impaired people, so shall be listed in this context.  Information on connections can be relevant in three 
contexts: 

Ø If a change is to be made from one train to another, then information is needed on departure 
times and platforms. 

Ø If the rail station is at a port or airport, then information on ferry and flight departures and 
locations is required. 

Ø If the rail station is at the end of the long-distance leg, then information on local public transport is 
needed. 

 
Each of those has different specific requirements.    
 
A rapid ferry turnaround at ports can help enable more frequent services, but in many cases ferries will 
be held for a certain time period at a rail station or airport anyhow to enable a regular pattern of 
departure times.  So overall this issue does not seem critical enough to be regarded as a serious 
bottleneck in long-distance travel.  Comfort levels for waiting foot passengers are fairly basic in most 
ferry ports and car passengers are generally waiting in their cars, but this does not appear to be a 
factor that deters travellers from using ferries, so again does not really constitute a bottleneck.  More 
important can be the information on onward travel from the destination port and, moreover, the fact 
that there will be fitting public transport connections in the first place, either in the form of rail access or 
at least in the form of scheduled buses as mentioned in the last section.  This would be crucial in 
making ferry connections not only attractive to car and coach passengers. 
 
At airports information on onward connections by rail and bus, or in the case of Venice even by ferry, 
is highly relevant for travellers (that there should be rail and not only bus connections has already 
been addressed in the previous section); that implies that these connections are all there in the first 
place, but with regard to rail this has already been addressed and car parking is normally available at 
ample amounts and, related to the distance from the airport, with a range of pricing options.  
Accessibility for mobility impaired users is generally less of an issue at airports than at rail stations, 
since once they reach a check-in desk they are normally well looked after by airport/airline staff, and 
airports are generally well equipped not only with escalators but also with lifts.  Since most scheduled 
airlines allow on-line check-in as well as having self-service check-in stations and baggage drop-
counters at the airport, waiting times at check-in today are only significant for charter flights and some 
low-cost airlines and travellers using these are generally prepared for a wait and do not consider this 
as a deterrent for travel.  Security queues can constitute more of a problem, in particular for business 
travellers who are “cutting it fine” and - outside Schengen - for interconnecting flights: security 
procedures should be quick, but they should still guarantee total protection from terrorist acts.    
 
Not mentioned in D4.2 are coach stations, although safe and comfortable waiting areas are certainly a 
critical issue here.  Furthermore, conveniently located coach car parks for tourist coaches and facilities 
for the drivers while they wait for their passengers to return will encourage coach operators to lay on 
trips to these destinations.  
 
However, there are more issues that are relevant for all interchanges.  Ideally, there would not be any 
interchange at all and minimising their number in any given journey would be the first travellers would 
hope for.  Where interchanges must exist, they should be made easy and all roll-on / roll-off services, 
be it in trains or ferries, are very convenient.  Where passengers have to walk though an interchange, 
distances between the different public transport stops should be as short as possible and navigation 
should also be easy and intuitively.  The visually impaired need a special orientation guide. 
 
Level access to stations, specifically for metro and rail stations, was mentioned earlier, but level 
access to buses, trams and trains are equally relevant for wheelchair users and parents with 
pushchairs (only for coaches this is probably impossible to achieve without complicated lift 
constructions).  Finally convenient luggage services that allow the traveller to carry luggage with him 
or her for as little for the journey as possible will be a welcome addition in particular for people with 
heavy or multiple suitcases.  
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The resulting list of needs taken forward is shown in Table 2-4. 

Table 2-4  Interchange system needs for analysis of bottlenecks 

Mode System needs 
Safe and comfortable waiting areas for passengers 
Central coach parks 

Coach stations 

Waiting facilities for tourist coach drivers  
Pleasant station layout 
Accessibility for mobility impaired passengers 
Real-time information on connecting trains 
Real-time information on ferry departures at ports 
Real-time information on plane departures at airports 

Rail stations 

Real-time information about local public transport 
Ports Real-time information on onward travel 

Real-time information on onward travel Airports 
Short waiting times at security 
Making interchange unnecessary 
Roll-on / roll-off service 
Short distances within the terminal 
Easy navigation 
Orientation guide for the visually impaired 
Level access to PT vehicles 

All interchanges 

Convenient luggage services 
 

2.4 MAIN TRIP STAGE 
Table 2-5 list the areas considered as critical for the main trip stage in D4.2. 

Table 2-5  Main trip stage: critical areas in the system needs 
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Most needs related to passenger information and ticketing will be addresses in the context of pre-trip 
information.  This leaves only a small number of issues from the above table open. 
 
Comfort issues are listed for both rail and coaches, including aspects of temperature, seat quality and 
cleanliness.  Vehicle occupancy is only listed in the context of coaches, although they will, at least in 
Europe, not normally carry more passengers than they have seats - train overcrowding can be a much 
more substantial problem.   
 
It is not entirely clear what waiting time at stops refers to for coaches: at the departure point the 
waiting time will entirely depend on the arrival time of the access means of transport; at intermediate 
stops the main delays will occur when a coach travelled faster than expected and has to wait in order 
to catch up with his schedule; and in the rare event where a traveller changes from one long-distance 
coach to another the number of travellers concerned do probably not warrant a coordination of coach 
schedules.  So in either case, this does not look like an issue to be carried forward into the bottlenecks 
analysis.   
 
Another issue listed for coaches is the journey time.  This is certainly relevant, but since coaches are 
nearly always mixed with normal traffic, and have a speed limit for safety reasons, the main problem 
here occurs when they get stuck in congestion.  Here, as already stated in the context of the first/last 
mile, they will benefit from effective traffic management as private cars, in this case only in particular 
from effective motorway control instead of urban traffic control.   However, even though not listed for 
rail, high speed is here an even bigger issue and the building of HSR connections is a key 
requirement, if the train is to compete effectively with either the private car or with air traffic for longer 
distances. 
 
For air traffic on-time departure and arrival are listed as critical areas and apart from delays due to bad 
weather, which are largely outside human control, the two main problems to be addressed are 
overcrowded airspace and inefficient air traffic control procedures, which will both be included in the 
analysis of bottlenecks although the ongoing ‘single sky’ project already focuses on this matter.  But 
delays are not only an issue for air travel, but also for rail, and there on-time departures and arrivals 
are also going to be listed. 
 
Car travel is not listed in Table 2-5, but it was already said above that effective motorway management 
is an important requirement for them.  Furthermore, the text in D4.2 that accompanies Table 2-5 
discusses the fact that although cars are not listed in the table, in the context of co-modality, long-
distance car travel does need to be included, and apart from safety and comfort, real-time information 
for car drivers is one key need to be addressed here.  Traditionally this involved Variable Message 
Signs (VMS) but increasingly often in-car navigation systems that do not only have maps for static 
guidance, but also Traffic Message Channel (TMC) receivers that feed any information about 
congestion and delays directly in the routing algorithm.  Since ORIGAMI is looking at horizons of 2030 
and 2050 it seems safe to assume that by then they will ubiquitous and actual motorway control will be 
redefined again to its original function, i.e. controlling flows and speeds on motorways, rather installing 
large and expensive VMS to advise drivers of travel conditions.  The other issue to be mentioned for 
car travel is the need for road safety - relevant in principle for all modes, but for car travel a much 
bigger problem. 
 
Passenger information during the trip is also an issue on board a coach, train or plane, and would be 
desirable for most passengers, in particular in the case of delays.  On a coach this could be achieved 
by showing the navigation system display not only to the driver, but displaying it throughout the bus, so 
that passengers can follow the expected arrival times.  Ideally this would be accompanied by the 
expected real-time departure times from the next stop of two, so that travellers have time to prepare 
themselves, if they see connection times become very short and make a dash for it, or relax because 
they see their onward connection is delayed as well, or if they missed their connection altogether, 
interrogate their smart phone about the next possible coaches.  On a train the negation system display 
would be replaced by some other display showing the expected delays, but the principle of showing 
the status of the own train and the onward connections at the next one or two stations could be 
equally applied.  Only once real-time public transport information is available on smart phones any 
time anywhere, the in-coach or in-train equipment would be no longer needed.  Air travellers are until 
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now3 not allowed to use any phones on board, but they could be helped as well, if the on-board 
entertainment system also includes the departure boards and possibly even the potential connections 
of surface modes at the destination airport. 
 
What has not been mentioned so far at all are long-distance ferries.  They usually offer all creature 
comforts, though at which level depends on the price people are prepared to pay for their cabins.  
They are generally safe, and whether they are an hour fast or slower does not matter too much to 
most passengers, since most are leisure travellers (the exception are the few truck drivers, but this 
report is about passengers transport).  All required information on onward travel can usual be acquired 
from staff at the service desk.  Therefore, there do not appear to be any particular issues with ferry 
crossings that could constitute major bottlenecks. 
 
One issue that has not been mentioned for either road or rail, although it is important for both, is the 
need for direct connections.  Where natural obstacles like water or mountains are in the way, there is 
often the need for bridges and tunnels to cut out millions of kilometres of detours that are added to 
travel today. 
 
Finally, relevant for all vehicles in all modes is the need for clean engines.  
 
The resulting list of main trip stage system needs to be taken forward into the analysis of gaps and 
bottlenecks is shown in Table 2-6. 
 

Table 2-6  Main trip stage system needs for analysis of bottlenecks 

Mode  System needs 
Effective motorway management 
Safety 

Car 

Real-time in-car navigation 
Comfortable vehicles Coach 
Real-time information on trip status and connections 
Construction of High Speed Rail systems 
Departures and arrivals on time  
Minimisation of overcrowding 
Comfortable carriages 

Rail 

Real-time information on train status and connections 
Road and rail Direct connections 

Efficient air traffic management to keep departures and 
landings on time 
Efficient use of air space 

Air 

Real-time information on connecting flights 
All modes Clean engines 

 

2.5 ALL TRIP STAGES   
One pre-condition for seamless travel is that not only the operators for the different transport modes 
cooperate with each other during the transport planning process, but that they work together with local, 
regional and, where applicable, with national authorities in one integrated planning process. 
 
Another issue that relates to all trip stages and all public transport modes is the need for well trained 
staff who is able to assist the passenger politely in all aspects of the journey. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                   
3  Experiments are ongoing and already some airlines offer internet services on their airplanes. 
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Table 2-7  System needs for all stages for analysis of bottlenecks 

Mode  System needs 
Integrated planning All public transport 

modes Well trained staff 
  

2.6 PRE-TRIP STAGE 
Listed last in this chapter, because it was not an explicit category in D4.2, is the pre-trip stage; but for 
reasons of logic it will be the first category to be considered in chapter 3. 
 
The two key issues at the pre-trip stage are  

Ø multimodal travel information and  

Ø integrated ticketing.   
 
Concerning the travel information, there are four main aspects: 

Ø The first aspect is the capability to combine information from different modes of travel. This does 
include all relevant information for decision making such as travel time, travel cost, frequency, 
transfer time, and station/terminal information.  

Ø The second aspect is the capability to plan a true door-to-door trip that even includes the walk to 
the nearest bus stop or train station. 

Ø The third aspect is the capability to build alternative routes with alternative modes and 
combinations of modes for a trip. 

Ø And the fourth one is the capability to calculate the CO2 emissions for each of the alternative trips 
to provide another decision criteria besides the classical transport characteristics of time, price, 
etc.  

 
All of these relate to all trips involving any form of public transport mode, and the last two should also 
include car trips.  Furthermore, the trip information should be available for trips across at least all 27 
Member States plus Norway and Switzerland.   
 
Concerning ticketing, it should be possible to book a single ticket for all public transport legs of a 
journey from anywhere to anywhere at least in the EU27 plus Norway and Switzerland, including 
flights, ferries, rail and local public transport4.  Furthermore, not everybody who has web access and 
can book a ticket also has a printer available. 
 

Table 2-8  Pre-trip stage system needs for analysis of bottlenecks 

Mode  System needs 
On-line information on prices, routes and timetables 
On-line real-time information on delays and cancellations 
On-line travel information for combined public transport modes 
On-line door-to-door travel information for public transport usage 
Fully integrated on-line public transport ticket 

All public transport 

Ticket not requiring a printer 
On-line comparative travel information with all realistic mode 
combinations incl. car usage and flights 

All forms of 
transport 

On-line comparative information on CO2 emissions for different 
mode combinations 

 

                                                   
4  The possible to book a single ticket for all legs of the journey does not mean that it guarantees all connections.  

That would be the rare exception and normally the integrated ticket would only mean that passengers do not 
need to buy separate tickets. 
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3 SOLUTIONS AVAILABLE 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In the following sections it will be discussed in how far ORIGAMI has been able to identify solutions for 
the system needs established in chapter 2.  All solutions are described in more detail in the ORIGAMI 
web directory, which can be found on http://80.33.141.76/origami/.   
 
It needs to be noted that ORIGAMI is well aware that the listed examples are in no way exhaustive.  In 
some cases they were chosen because they stand out from other similar solutions for a particular 
aspect.  In other cases, an arbitrary example has been chosen from a possible multitude of options 
just to illustrate the issues involved.  In other cases again, there are so many good practice cases 
around, such as for instance level access to PT vehicles, that there is no need for any illustrative 
example. 
 
The numbers given in brackets behind each solution refer to the code that the solution has been given 
in the web directory.   
 
Many sections from the text below are directly lifted from the web directory, where in turn much of the 
text is directly quoted from various websites.  This present document does not list the original sources, 
but they can all be found in the web directory in the context of each individual solution.   
 
A summary of all the system needs and solutions found is provided in Table 3-1. 
  

3.2 PRE-TRIP STAGE 
All public transport 

On-line information on routes and timetables 
For on-line information on public transport there are a number of good examples around.  For 
information on routes and timetables for local transport there are, for instance, the Poznan 
Metropolitan Area Travel Planner (10.10) and the Edinburgh Bustracker (10.11), but there are many 
others around, since the provision of this information is straightforward with today’s technology.   
 
However, the language barrier can constitute a problem.  The Poznan planner is a positive example, 
since it also provides information in English, but this is not the case for every planner, and some are 
therefore of little use for the international traveller at the destination city.  Furthermore, even where 
there are any language options, English is normally the only alternative to the local language, and this 
will constitute a problem for people less fluent in English. 
 
On-line real-time information on delays and cancellations 
Although the Edinburgh Bustracker (10.11) does contain timetable and route information, its main 
purpose is real-time information on the next two bus arrivals of any line at any stop in the city.  The 
information is available both on the internet and on mobile phones.  To get the information on the 
phone, users have to enter the unique bus stop code that is displayed at the stop, and for regular 
users there is also the option to store the code, so that they can also call up the information from their 
home or office, the pub or restaurant, or anywhere else.  For internet users, the sites provides maps 
by postcode, which displays all stops in area, and the users simply click on the stop icon to get the 
next bus departures. 
 
For rail travel DB and their website Reiseauskunft (10.3), where one can select up to 12 languages, as 
well as their app DB Navigator (10.18) are examples of real-time information.  When information about 
travel options for a trip is requested, the site and app indicate the length of any delays in the expected 
train arrival and also flashes up, whether the connection to the onward leg of the trip may become too 
short.  VBB Fahrinfo (10.17) also has real-time information on local public transport. 
 
Technically, all of this is all not a problem and can be installed anywhere, where the operator has the 
knowledge about the whereabouts of his fleet. 
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Table 3-1  Needs and solutions 

Best practice example Suggested solution 
Mode System needs Fulfils need in key 

aspects 
Meets need in parts 

of the world 
Meets need 

partially 
Fulfils need in key 

aspects 
Meets need in parts 

of the world 
Meets need 

partially 
Pre-trip stage 

On-line information on 
routes and timetables 

 10.10 Poznan planner  
10.11 Edinburgh 

Bustracker 

    

On-line real-time 
information on delays 
and cancellations 

 10.3 Reiseauskunft 
10.11 Edinburgh 

Bustracker 
10.17 VBB Fahrinfo 
10.18 DB Navigator 

    

On-line travel 
information for 
combined public 
transport modes 

 10.7 START 
10.9 Flyrail 

10.13 routeRANK    

On-line door-to-door 
travel information for 
public transport usage 

 10.2 In-time 
10.3 Reiseauskunft 
10.4 Resrobot 
10.8 Transport Direct 
10.17 VBB Fahrinfo 
10.18 DB Navigator 

  10.7 START  

All 
public 
transport 

Fully integrated on-line 
public transport ticket 

 10.5 Rejseplanen  
10.9 Flyrail5 
 

9.4 SailRail 
9.5 Dutchflyer 
9.8 Pomerania for tourists 
9.9 Rail&Fly  
10.1 SBB City-Zuschlag 

   

 Ticket not requiring a 
printer 

 11.7 SMS ticket in 
Wroclaw 

11.9 DB mobile ticket 
11.10 Lufthansa app 

    

                                                   
5  Not listed under ticketing. 
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Best practice example Suggested solution 
Mode System needs Fulfils need in key 

aspects 
Meets need in parts 

of the world 
Meets need 

partially 
Fulfils need in key 

aspects 
Meets need in parts 

of the world 
Meets need 

partially 
11.11 Oystercard 
11.13 m-ticket 
11.14 Walrus card 

On-line comparative 
travel information with 
all realistic mode 
combinations incl. car 
usage and flights 

 10.4 Resrobot 
10.8 Transport Direct 

10.2 In-time 
10.6 Ecopassenger 
10.13 routeRANK 

   All 
transport 
modes 

On-line comparative 
information on CO2 
emissions for different 
mode combinations 

  10.3 Reiseauskunft 
10.5 Rejseplanen 
10.6 Ecopassenger 
10.8 Transport Direct 
10.13 routeRANK 

   

First/last mile 
Efficient road 
connections 

 1.2 Frankfurt airport 
Motorway control systems 
as for the main trip stage. 

    

Effective urban traffic 
management 

 6.13 Singapore ERP Many UTC systems exist. 
6.4 London congestion 

charge 
6.5 Stockholm congestion 

charge 

 6.1 NL flexible road 
charging 

 

Pre-bookable parking 
space 

 9.10 O2 Arena     

Car 

Availability of a car for 
the last mile 

Hire cars are available at 
all airports. 
Park & Ride facilities exist 
in many locations. 

2.12 ÖBB Vorteilscard 
2.13 Mobilpunkt Bremen 

  7.7 Mobilfalt  

Safe and comfortable 
stops 

 Many examples exist.     Bus, 
tram, 
metro Accessible metro stops  Many examples exist in 

the newer stations. 
 

  13.6 Barcelona  
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Best practice example Suggested solution 
Mode System needs Fulfils need in key 

aspects 
Meets need in parts 

of the world 
Meets need 

partially 
Fulfils need in key 

aspects 
Meets need in parts 

of the world 
Meets need 

partially 
Dedicated bus lanes  There are many 

examples of fixed bus 
lanes, both segregated 
and within the general 
road space. 
There are also many 
examples for lanes that 
are only reserved during 
peak hours. 
6.19 Reversible bus lane 

Madrid 

    

Bus and tram priority at 
junctions 

 All UTC programs contain 
bus priority options, and 
there is also a series of 
smaller individual control 
algorithms. 

    

Public transport links to 
ports 

 2.19 Helsingborg 
2.24 Piraeus 

    

Optimising public 
transport operation 

Demand responsive 
services exist in many 
variations in many parts 
of Europe 

7.9 Use of taxis in Austria 
7.10 Use of taxis in 

Limburg 

    

Rail Rail links to ports and 
airports 

 1.1 Schiphol 
1.2 Frankfurt airport 
1.3 Charles de Gaulle 
1.4 Zürich Airport 
1.13 Port of Dagebüll 
1.14 Port of Turku 
2.5 Copenhagen airport 
2.9 Hong Kong airport 
2.19 Port of Helsingborg 

1.5 Düsseldorf airport 
1.7 Lyon airport 
1.8 Vienna airport 
1.12 Port of Ancona 
2.1 Stockholm Arlanda 
2.2 Oslo Gardermoen 
2.3 Shangai Maglev 
2.6 Cracow airport 

 1.6 Barcelona airport 
2.4 Gdansk airport links 

 

Ferries Fast and frequent 
connections to airports 
and rail stations 

 1.10 Kansai Kobe ferry 
1.11 Amsterdam 
2.8 Marco Polo airport 

2.11 Vancouver airport 
2.20 Lisbon rail stations 
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Best practice example Suggested solution 
Mode System needs Fulfils need in key 

aspects 
Meets need in parts 

of the world 
Meets need 

partially 
Fulfils need in key 

aspects 
Meets need in parts 

of the world 
Meets need 

partially 
2.9 Hong Kong airport 
2.10 Logan airport Boston 

Safe and comfortable 
stops 

 Many examples exist     

Real-time information 
on current mode 

 10.11 Edinburgh 
Bustracker 

    All 
public 
transport Real-time information 

on main mode 
 1.8 Vienna CAT     

Interchange 
Safe and comfortable 
waiting areas for 
passengers 

 2.27 Edinburgh 
2.22 Madrid 

    

Central coach parks  2.28 Southport coach 
park 

    

Coach 
stations 

Waiting facilities for 
tourist coach drivers 

 2.28 Southport coach 
park 

    

Pleasant station layout  2.25 Prague 
2.16 Berlin 

    

Accessibility for mobility 
impaired passengers 

 This is the general 
standard in larger bigger 
railway stations 

    

Real-time information 
on connecting trains 

 This is the general 
standard. 

    

Real-time information 
on ferry departures at 
port stations 

      

Real-time information 
on plane departures at 
airport stations 

 1.2 Frankfurt airport     

Rail 
stations 

Real-time information 
about local public 
transport 

 10.20 Göttingen main 
station 

10.21 Birmingham 
International rail 
station 
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Best practice example Suggested solution 
Mode System needs Fulfils need in key 

aspects 
Meets need in parts 

of the world 
Meets need 

partially 
Fulfils need in key 

aspects 
Meets need in parts 

of the world 
Meets need 

partially 
Ports Real-time information 

on onward travel 
      

Real-time information 
on onward travel 

 Various examples, see  
10.12 Real Time 

information on trains 
or buses in the 
arrival section of an 
airport 

    Airports 

Short waiting times at 
security 

 11.1 Automated controls 
11.4 CUPSS 

 11.2 Checkpoints of the 
future 

  

Making interchange 
unnecessary 

 4.5 Toyota bus-train 
4.6 TramTrain 

 5.3 Vertiports   

Roll-on / roll-off service  Many examples for car 
ferries exist. 

4.1 Cars on trains 
4.2 Puttgarden - Rodby 

train ferry 
4.3 Train ferries in Italy 
4.4 Train ferries in China 

    

Short distances within 
the terminal 

 2.16 Berlin Central Rail 
Station 

    

Easy navigation There are now several 
indoor navigation systems 
that allow downloading 
floor plans for a large 
interchange where finding 
the way may be difficult.  

     

Orientation guide for 
the visually impaired 

 2.16 Berlin Central 
Station 

    

All inter-
changes 

Level access to PT 
vehicles 
 

 Many examples exist.     
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Best practice example Suggested solution 
Mode System needs Fulfils need in key 

aspects 
Meets need in parts 

of the world 
Meets need 

partially 
Fulfils need in key 

aspects 
Meets need in parts 

of the world 
Meets need 

partially 
Convenient luggage 
services 

 1.2 Frankfurt airport6 
1.8 Vienna airport 
2.15 SBB 

11.11 Door-to-door 
luggage service 

    

Main trip stage 
Effective motorway 
management 

 6.7 Lane control 
6.14 Hard shoulder 

running 
6.15 HOV lanes 
6.16 Coordinated ramp 

metering 

6.7 French dynamic 
speed limits 

8.3 SARTRE 
 

5.8 simTD / V2I comms  
6.1 NL flexible road 

charging 
 

 

Safety 13.1 Assisted driving    5.8 simTD / V2V comms  
13.4 V2V communication 

13.2 Intelligent speed 
adaptation 

13.3 Pay as you speed 

Car 

Real-time in-car 
navigation 

 6.6 Satnavs     

Comfortable vehicles  Many examples exist.     Coach 
Real-time information 
on trip status and 
connections 

    10.15 Postbus  

Construction of High 
Speed Rail systems 

 5.1 Maglev Tokyo-Osaka 
5.7 HSR in Europe 

  5.2 HSR network Spain 
 

 

Departures and arrivals 
on time 

 6.9 ITS for Smarter 
Railways 

6.8 ERTMS  
 

   

Minimisation of 
overcrowding 

 6.9 ITS for Smarter 
Railways 

    

Comfortable carriages  Many examples available.     

Rail 

Real-time information 
on train status and 
connections 

 10.14 ÖBB Railjet 
10.18 DB Navigator 

    

                                                   
6  The entry in the web directory does not mention that arriving train passenger can check their luggage in straight in the train station. 
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Best practice example Suggested solution 
Mode System needs Fulfils need in key 

aspects 
Meets need in parts 

of the world 
Meets need 

partially 
Fulfils need in key 

aspects 
Meets need in parts 

of the world 
Meets need 

partially 
Road 
and Rail 

Direct connections  3.1 Øresund bridge 
3.2 Great Belt  
3.3 Channel tunnel 

  3.4 Saint Gotthard tunnel 
3.5 Brenner Base tunnel 
3.6 Fehmarn Belt 
3.7 Lyon – Turin tunnel 
3.8 Pyrenees tunnel 
3.9 Gibraltar Strait tunnel 
3.10 Gedser-Rostock 

bridgel 

 

Efficient air traffic 
management to keep 
departures and 
landings on time 

  7.3 Privatisation of UK 
airports 

 6.12 EMMA 
6.17 NextGen  
7.2 SESAR 
13.5 UPLINK 

7.4 Privatisation of 
Spanish airports 

Efficient use of air 
space 

 6.11 FRAM      

Air 

Real-time information 
on connecting flights 

 10.19 IFE use     

All 
modes 

Clean engines 12.1 Electrification of 
Road Transport 

 

12.10 Wind power for 
trains 

12.12 List of Austrian 
electric charging 
stations 

12.4 Autogas 
12.11 Biofuel 

12.5 Fuel cells and 
hydrogen 

 

 12.3 TEGs in cars 
12.6 Clean sky 
12.7 Electrical aviation 
12.8 REACT-CR 
12.9 Biofuels on 

commercial flights 
All trip stages 
All 
public 
transport 
modes 

Integrated planning  6.18 Primeline Coventry 
7.5 Merseyrail 
7.6 Edinburgh Airport 

Transport Forum 
9.1 Integrated rail in 

Wroclaw 

    

 Well trained staff  2.1 Arlanda Express     
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On-line travel information for combined public transport modes 
Flyrail (10.9) is the result of the cooperation between SAS and the Swedish public train operator SJ.  It 
provides information for air travel between any Swedish and international airport and combines that 
with information on airport access, respectively onward travel, by train and bus within Sweden. 
 
The START project (10.7) has develop a multilingual web portal www.integra-travel.eu that provides 
information for travel between originally nine, and now 52, cities in Scotland, England, France, Spain 
and Portugal.  It offers several options for each origin-destination pair that may involve flights, ferries, 
trains and long-distance buses, and the user can choose to get the options ranked either by trip 
duration or number of interchanges.  The icon for each leg of the journey contains a link to a relevant 
operator’s site, e.g. an airport operator or a rail enquiry site, where precise time schedules are to be 
found.  START, up to now, only provides city to city information and none on local public transport, 
although it is the project’s expressed intention to provide this eventually as well.   
 
The public version of routeRANK (10.13) provides information for travel in all of Europe by air, rail 
and/or private car, and it gives a large range of travel options on a city to city basis7.  By not including 
ferries it is, however, not fully multimodal. 
 
On-line door-to-door travel information for public transport usage 
The complexity of an information increases dramatically, when not only information on different modes 
of transport needs to be combined, but actual door-to-door information is to be provided, because this 
does not just require the knowledge of a discrete, even if large, number of stops, but of the detailed 
whole underlying road network, including often the location of specific sites, such as theatres, 
shopping centres etc.  In principal, these planners have to combine the knowledge available in the 
multimodal public transport planners with that of satnav8 systems for car drivers.  In spite of this 
complexity, there are several examples of such planners around, even if none of them covers door-to-
door information from anywhere to anywhere in Europe. 
 
Transportdirect (10.8) is a multi-modal travel planner for mainland Britain and the Western Isles. It is 
not quite door-to-door by house number, but it goes down to postcode level, which in the UK usually 
means only a very short stretch of road. 
 
DB Reiseauskunft (10.3) and DB Navigator (10.18) and Resrobot (10.4) are door-to-door in Germany 
and Sweden respectively, but also offer rail information across Europe. 
 
VBB Fahrinfo (10.17) is a multi-modal route planner for the Berlin region, partially developed within the 
EU-SPIRIT project.  It is one of only two sites known that also has at least some door-to-door 
information for other countries, in this case for Sweden, Denmark and Warsaw. (The other one is the 
Mobilitéitszentral from Luxemburg, which also has this for Denmark, Sweden and parts of Germany 
http://mobiliteitszentral.hafas.de/hafas/query.exe/fn.)  Rejseplanen (10.5) and Resrobot (10.4) were 
also part of EU-SPIRIT, but the international capability appears to be defunct now, but Alsace and 
Lorraine are also coming on soon. 
 
The In-Time project (10.2) has produced an interface for the exchange of traffic data. Based on this 
interface on-line traffic information as well as route planning advice is available for users in Vienna and 
the Burgenland, Florence and Tuscany, Munich and Bavaria, Brno and Moravia, Oslo and Bucharest. 
In-Time provides pre-trip as well as on-trip information. The platforms that are supported are iPhones, 
Windows Mobile and Java for a series of other mobile phones. 
 
So it is possible to provide international door-to-door information, but a major effort will be involved in 
networking all the relevant information, so a system that provides door-to-door information from 
anywhere to everywhere in Europe appears to be still many steps away.  
 

                                                   
7  There are commercial applications of routeRANK that also include door-to-door information.  
8  Satellite Navigation 
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Fully integrated on-line public transport ticket 
There are a number of sites that allow some form of integrated ticketing.  SailRail (9.4) and the 
Dutchflyer (9.5) provide integrated rail and ferry tickets.  In Pomerania there is an integrated rail, bus 
and ferry ticket for visits to Malbork (the largest Teutonian castle) and Krynica Morska available to 
tourists (9.8).  The Swiss SBB offers an add-on ticket to their rail tickets for all public transport services 
in the destination city for the day of arrival (10.1).  Deutsche Bahn, in conjunction with a number of 
airlines, offers Rail&Fly (9.9), an integrated plane and rail ticket as well, for a range of cities, the use of 
local public transport services. 
 
The above mentioned Rejseplanen (10.5) is not only a journey planner, but also allows purchasing 
train tickets, and since the train operator DSB also operates a wide range of bus routes in Denmark, 
this means that for many connections fully integrated bus and train tickets are available. 
 
SJ and SAS have created Flyrail.se (10.9), a new website where users can book their journeys within 
Sweden and through to Europe. Flyrail combines train, plane and bus travel from travellers local bus 
stop to all SAS' European destinations.  Users can book travel by train, SAS planes and local transport 
companies in one and the same booking. The SJ and SAS joint travel "Get you there" guarantee 
means users can travel secure in the knowledge that they will reach their destination. If SJ or SAS is 
delayed and users then miss their connection, they will be booked onto the next departure free of 
charge. 
 
Ticket not requiring a printer 
The Oyster card (11.11) is valid on the London Underground and Overground, buses, trams, the 
Docklands Light Railway and some National Rail services.  It was first issued with a limited range of 
features and there is continued phased implementation of further functions.  It is a form of electronic 
ticketing being a stored value contactless smart card which can hold single tickets, period tickets and 
travel permits which have to be added to the card before travel.  Usage is encouraged by offering 
substantially cheaper fares on Oyster than payment with cash.  The Walrus card (11.14) has a similar 
functionality as the Oyster card, but also offers discounts and offers for local attractions and shopping. 
 
An alternative to smart cards are mobile phone apps.  One example for urban public transport exists in 
Wroclav (11.7), where users can download an app, register, charge their SkyCash account from their 
bank account and then buy and display single trip or time-limit tickets.  A similar app for rail is offered 
by Deutsche Bahn (11.9) and Crosscountry (11.13) and for air by Lufthansa (11.10), although LH does 
not issue any tickets at all and all the flyer needs is the booking reference. 
 
On-line comparative travel information with all realistic mode combinations incl. car usage and flights 
The routeRANK system (10.13) mentioned before does not only provide information on rail and air 
travel, but also calculates the travel time for a pure car journey or suggests car use for access from a 
city to an airport, and is therefore truly multimodal for the long legs of any trip in Europe. 
 
Ecopassenger (10.6) is a town-to-town travel planner for Europe excluding the UK. For every O/D pair 
it calculates a train journey, a car journey and, where distances are big enough, a flight.  For train 
travel it gives a detailed timetable for the whole journey, for car travel a full detailed route, but for 
flights only departure and arrival airport and number of flight changes.  For flights it breaks emissions 
down to access, flight and egress, and the user can choose access and egress mode.  Unfortunately it 
returns “unfortunately there was no route found” for many city combinations. 
 
The Swedish Resrobot (10.4) and Transport Direct (10.8), also both mentioned before, are improving 
on routeRANK and Ecopassenger by also including the first and last mile of the trip within Sweden 
respectively the UK, but neither allows car use for access and egress of the main trip stage.  
Furthermore, Transport Direct is limited to national travel and allows flights only to the northern parts 
of Scotland and not otherwise within the UK.  
 
The In-Time project (10.2), that has route planning advice for users in Vienna and the Burgenland, 
Florence and Tuscany, Munich and Bavaria, Brno and Moravia, Oslo and Bucharest, also provides 
flight data as well as, through an associated package, a car route planner for travel between these six 
regions and cities.  Its shortcoming is that it has no rail data. 
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So routeRANK goes furthest towards meeting the requirements for a truly multimodal long-distance 
European transport planner, but it would need ferry information and the additional first/last mile 
features of the other examples to provide a fully satisfactory solution.    
 
On-line comparative information on CO2 emissions for different mode combinations  
There are several of the aforementioned route planners that provide some information on CO2 
emissions for the different mode choices.   
 
routeRANK (10.13) simply shows the CO2 emissions for any leg of any calculated trip without 
indicating the basis for this calculation.  Rejseplanen (10.5) calculates the CO2 emissions for each 
suggested public transport journey and compares that with those of a medium sized car with an 
unspecified passenger number.   
 
Transport Direct (10.8) adds a comparison with coach and, for longer journeys, with flight emissions, 
although it does not take account of the length of the flight and the relative impact of start and landing.  
It also allows specifying the number of passengers in a car and shows CO2 both for a large and small 
passenger car.  
 
Reiseauskunft (10.3) adds to that information on energy consumption and particulate emissions; it also 
allows the specification of the type of car and engine, gives the choice between average and 
maximum utilisation of public transport and of the feeder mode for flights.   Ecopassenger (10.6) has 
the same options, but also provides information on emission of nitrogen oxides and nonmethane 
hydrocarbons. 
 
What none of them do is take any account of the type of train or aircraft9 that will actually be used.  
Whether it is a heavy old diesel train, High Speed Rail or Belgian railways powered by wind farms 
(12.10), the assumption made for rail emissions by any of the planners stay the same.10 
 

3.3 FIRST/LAST MILE 
Car 

Efficient road connections 
Efficient road connections refers to extra-urban roads that would lead to ports and airports (for urban 
roads see next section).  In most cases the larger airports have direct motorway access, and a 
particularly good example is Frankfurt airport (1.2), which lies directly at the cross-roads of the A3 and 
the A5, two Germany’s most important motorways.  Good road access is generally a problem for many 
of the airports only used by low-cost airlines, like Hahn and Weeze, an hour’s drive on country roads 
from Frankfurt and Düsseldorf airport respectively, but nevertheless referred to as Frankfurt-Hahn and 
Düsseldorf-Weeze by the airline Ryanair.   
 
Where motorways do exist, congestion may still make the connection inefficient, as is for instance 
often the case for Glasgow airport.  Therefore the second pre-condition of efficiency is that the 
motorways are well managed with efficient control systems.  More on that subject can be found later in 
the context of the main trip stage.   
 
Effective urban management 
All larger cities and even most smaller towns have some form of Urban Traffic Control (UTC) 
management at various degrees of complexity and sophistication.  The key tools are traffic lights at 
intersections and pedestrian crossings.  Many of the lights are controlled by pre-planned fixed-time 
programs, but there is a large variety of real-time control algorithm available; for single junctions the 
most notable is probably MOVA, while for urban networks some of the most prominent ones are 
SCOOT, SCATS, UTOPIA, BALANCE and TUC.  The other main tool in larger cities are parking 
guidance systems that show where free parking spaces can be found.  However, while they all help 
                                                   
9  The schedules do not indicate whether the aircraft is equipped with winglets, which would reduce emissions. 
10  There is a lack of information about emission relevant data in the schedules. 
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manage traffic better, none of them has been able to solve congestion problems in big cities and at 
peak times of the day. 
 
The only other way of influencing traffic volumes in a city is road user or congestion.  Singapore was 
the first to bring traffic volumes down to a manageable level with their Electronic Road Pricing (ERP) 
scheme (6.13).  In Europe London (6.4) and Stockholm (6.5) have successfully implemented charging 
schemes in their cities, but their charging structure is much less flexible and therefore less effective in 
tackling congestion than Singapore’s.  The Netherlands has plans for introducing a much more wide-
ranging nationwide charge with a flexible pricing structure like Singapore’s that allow will targeting in 
particular congested areas (6.1) and could turn out to be equally effective. 
 
Pre-bookable parking space 
The idea for pre-bookable parking spaces with the idea to reserve a space in advance of the trip has 
been vented since a long time, but there are still no examples known where this is available for 
general city centre parking.  One example where pre-booking is available for a specific car park and a 
specific venue is the O2 arena in London (9.10), where it is possible to secure a parking space by pre-
booking on-line.   
 
Pre-booking is also available for many airport car parks, but here the purpose is generally to secure a 
discount rather than guaranteeing a space, since most airport car parks have spare capacity anyhow. 
Just at some German railway stations pre-booking allows to reserve parking space but often this 
service is limited to frequent travellers joining the bonus program of Deutsche Bahn. 
 
Availability of a car for the last mile 
For arrival at airports, the desire for onward travel by car is generally not an issue, since all airports 
have a number of car hire companies on their grounds.  Also available in many places are Park &Ride 
facilities for car drivers accessing public transport for the main part of the journey. 
 
In contrast, train stations do not normally include car hire, but there are some examples how 
alternatives have been created.  In Austria there is a network of 200 car sharing stations, 20 of which 
are located at rail stations.  Moreover ÖBB incentivises car sharing by offering an advantage card that 
not only gives rail discounts, but also serves as key to car share cars (2.12).   
 
In Bremen, there are 40 so-called Mobilpunkt stations, one of which is at a ferry and one at the main 
rail station (2.13).  The idea of Mobilpunkt is to combine public transport use for the main journey with 
the use of either bicycles or a car from a car share pool for the first and/or last leg and to provide 
mobility related information.   
 
In the north of Hessen in Germany there are plans for five towns for local people to organise their own 
“public transport” (7.7).  Private cars will serve the bus stops to collect passengers for carrying 
passengers within the town and its districts for one Euro per trip from autumn 2012.  Drivers receive a 
compensation of 30 Cent per kilometre. The test will be running for two years, to find out, if such a 
system is accepted by the citizens. Services shall be offered on an hourly base and are to be booked 
via internet or by phone. If no holder of a private car can be found for a specific transport, a taxi 
service will help out. 
 
Bus, tram, metro 

Safe and comfortable stops 
User requirements for facilities at bus stops are generally rather basic: they want shelter against rain, 
good lighting at night time for safety and ideally somewhere to sit.  Examples for stops that fulfil these 
basic requirements can be found all over Europe.  
 
Accessible metro stops 
There is a great number of metro stations around Europe that would not be accessible with a wheel 
chair and where even mothers with pushchairs will struggle, in particular, as is so often the case, when 
some of the escalators are not working.  However, in more modern metro stops elevators can more 
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often be found, and Barcelona is rolling out a whole programme of making metro stations more 
accessible (13.6).  Accessibility solutions consist mainly of providing access via a lift from street level 
to the vestibule level and from the vestibule level to the platforms by one or two lifts depending on 
each case. This is complemented by the construction of ramps where needed and the implementation 
of standard routings and tactile paving strips for the blind as well as voice-guided ticket vending 
machines. 
 
Dedicated bus lanes 
There are many examples for both bus lanes that operate all day and those that are only reserved 
during peak hours, and for those operating all day both for lanes which are taken out of the general 
road space and those that are segregated.  In Madrid there is also one example where the bus lane 
operates as a tidal flow system and is open for opposite directions during the morning and afternoon 
hours (6.19). 
 
Public transport links to ports 
There are a great number of ports that do not have any satisfactory public transport connection to the 
next bigger town, because the ferry service is totally geared up for trucks, cars and coach travellers.  
However, there is a number of exceptions and two particularly positive examples are Helsingborg 
(2.19) and Piraeus (2.24).    
 
In Helsingborg there is a new large ferry terminal complex to which local and regional buses were 
rerouted when it was built.  In Piraeus, most travellers arriving from Athens make use of the very 
convenient metro.  Line 1 terminates at the Port, from there it is a short walk to the Saronic Gulf 
ferries, hydrofoils and catamarans, or a free shuttle-bus ride to the ships sailing to Crete and the 
Dodecanses. Central Cyclades ferries conveniently sail from just across the metro station. Direct 
Airport Express buses run 24 hours between the port of Piraeus and Athens International Airport. 
Other public buses connect Piraeus with its outlying suburbs, the southern coastal zone and with 
central Athens.  
 
Optimising public transport operation 
The efficiency of public transport services depends on the load factor.  Large buses driving around 
with only two or three passengers are highly inefficient.  Apart from the obvious solution of using 
smaller buses for certain routes, one key option is the introduction of demand responsive services.  
There is a variety of options for those: they may run on fixed or semi-fixed routes where they only 
serve stops, if called there by a passenger, or they may roam to provide door-to-door services.  Some 
services only run during night time, while others operate all day. 
 
There are also now several examples around where for routes and or times of low passenger 
volumes, taxis are used instead of buses as part of public transport services.  In Austria many towns 
provide collective taxi services that can be called by telephone either on fixed bus routes or for door-
to-door travel at either the same fare as buses or at least at a much lower rate than a normal taxi fare; 
in two examples the service is dedicated for women or for young people at night time, in the latter case 
with the expressed aim to prevent them from drink-driving (7.9).   In the Limburg region the taxi option 
is divided into three specific types: taxis on fixed routes (maximum of 8 passengers), “Regiotaxi” with 
door-to-door services for people who do not have access to regular public transport (all types of 
customers) and “Bellbus” which offers on-demand lines from bus stop to bus stop along virtual lines 
and pre-planned routes (7.10).   
 
From the point of view of the passengers both options mean that in many case they will receive a 
services that would otherwise been withdrawn, because they are unaffordable for the operator.  From 
the operators’ point of view this will also mean that they can run services more efficiently that are 
required for social reasons. 
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Rail 

Rail links to ports and airports 
Although too many ports and airports do not have rail access, there are a quite a number that have 
excellent one.  The ports listed in the web directory are Dagebüll (1.13), Turku (1.14) and Helsingborg 
(2.19) and the airports listed are Schiphol (1.1), Frankfurt (1.2), Charles de Gaulle (1.3), Zürich (1.4), 
Copenhagen (2.5) and Hong Kong (2.19).  Other examples that still constitute good practice have 
some shortcomings though, such as a rail station located outside the immediate airport area 
(Düsseldorf 1.5) or at the other end with poor access to the city centre (Shanghai Maglev 2.6) or with 
less direct access into the wider rail network (Lyon 1.7, Vienna 1.8, Stockholm 21, Oslo 2.2 or Cracow 
2.6).  Other airports will get rail links in the future, either heavy rail as in Gdansk (2.4) or HSR as in 
Barcelona (1.6), but there are still many for which no such plans exist.    
 
Ferries 

Fast and frequent connections to airports and rail stations 
Where airports and rail stations are sitting on the edge of a body of water, ferry links are often 
provided.  A good example for ferry links to the main rail station is Amsterdam (1.11) and in Lisbon 
(2.20) there are also two ferry stops at rail stations.  Good ferry connections to airports exist for 
instance in Kansai (1.10), Venice (2.8), Hong Kong (2.9) and Boston (2.10).  In Vancouver (2.10) there 
is a ferry, but this is not well connected to downtown Vancouver.  
 
Safe and comfortable stops 
The same considerations apply here as for bus stops, and again many examples exist at ferry stops 
around Europe. 
 
All public transport 

Real-time information on current mode 
Real-time information on local public transport within the vehicle becomes available increasingly often, 
and the Edinburgh Bustracker (10.11) is only one of many examples around Europe. 
 
Real-time information on main mode 
In contrast, real-time information within the local public transport vehicle on the next, main, leg of the 
journey is an exception, but one such exception can be found in Vienna on board the CAT train (1.8), 
which is an airport express train and where real-time information on flight departures is provided on 
board the train. 
 

3.4 INTERCHANGE 
Coach stations 

Safe and comfortable waiting areas 
Coach stations are places will often arrive with buses that only run every hour, and if they are unlikely 
they may have very long waiting times for their long-distance coach to depart.  Requirements for 
comfort are therefore much higher than for ordinary bus stops, but many coach stations do not offer 
any more than the basics.  One very positive example is Edinburgh bus station (2.27), which provides 
not just toilets, left luggage lockers, ticket desks, ATM machine and vending machines, but also 
heated and air-conditioned waiting areas with a newsagent and coffee shop, is covered by CCTV and 
has on site security in attendance.  Scheduled bus service information is displayed on screens at the 
entrances, the central ticket hall and at the departure gates. Touch screen kiosks connect to journey 
planners, bus and train operators, Edinburgh airport and other useful web sites.   
 
Another impressive example is the Avenida de América interchange in Madrid (2.22), where long-
distance coaches connect with regional and urban buses and four metro lines on four separate 
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underground levels.  The interchange also contains a shopping area and a large short-stay car park, 
and is generally very modern, spacious and well lit. 
 
From the point of view of the operator of tourist coaches, an important consideration is also where the 
coaches can park and what the driver can do while waiting for the tourists to return to the coach.  
Southport provides not only a central coach park, but also a waiting room with kitchen facilities and a 
shower for coach drivers, which has led to a huge increase of tourist coaches visiting the town (2.28).  
 
Rail stations 

Pleasant station layout 
The vast majority of railway stations are rather utilitarian structures that serve their purpose, but are 
not particularly pleasant places to dwell in.  One of the exceptions is the main railway station in Prague 
(2.25), an Art Nouveau structure that combines an elegant building with all state-of-the-art amenities.  
A very modern building is the central station in Berlin, opened in 2006 (2.16).  It combines high 
functionality with short connecting paths between HSR, heavy rail, S-Bahn and metro with an elegant 
design and wide vistas. And there are some other stations in Germany where Deutsche Bahn 
combines transport with pleasant shopping areas such as e.g. Leipzig. 
 
Accessibility for mobility impaired passengers 
Accessibility for mobility impaired passengers is often a problem in smaller stations where the only 
connection between the station and the platform for one direction on the one side and the platform for 
the other direction on the other is a footbridge with steps.  In bigger stations, however, it is the 
standard that lifts are available for access to all platforms. 
 
Real-time information on connecting trains 
Display boards or screen that show expected departure and arrival times for trains are today very 
much the standard even in smaller railway stations. 
 
Real-time information on ferry departures at port stations 
No concrete examples could be identified, but ORIGAMI does not assume that this constitutes a real 
bottleneck in seamless travel. 
 
Real-time information on plane departures at airport stations 
The railway station in Frankfurt airport (1.2) is one example for a station that has real-time information 
on flight departures within the railway station, but even where this is not the case, the walking distance 
from the platform to the next display boards or screen within the airport is normally so short that their 
absence in the railway station is only a very minor shortcoming.  
 
Real-time information about local public transport 
No example of a railway station where real-time information about local buses or metros is available 
on the station concourse could initially be identified through literature or web searches, and this would 
be more of a shortcoming than the lack of information on ferries and planes.  The main reason is that 
in ports and airports passengers know where they are heading for when they leave the train, while 
identifying the right bus or metro to use is much more difficult.  Moreover, the choice of the fastest 
means of transport to the final destination will in many cases also depend on the departure times of 
the next bus or metro, since there are often multiple options for reaching that destination, and a map 
with all public transport routes together with the next departure times for each line shown in a 
prominent position on the station concourse would prevent many travellers from simply jumping into 
the next taxi.   
 
However, the project team then learnt through word of mouth that there are at least two stations, 
namely Berlin-Südkreuz and Göttingen, which have notice boards on the concourse.  In the case of 
Göttingen, there is the board for train departures as usual visible for passengers walking into the 
station from the street and another one above the exit doors for local public transport departures for 
passengers who have just arrived by train (10.20).  Furthermore, it was then found that Birmingham 
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International rail station also have big display boards with real-time information within the station 
before the exit to the bus station (10.21).  Furthermore, in that case there is right next to it a touch 
screen with the travel planner www.transportdirect.info, which allows the easy identification of a public 
transport connection to any address within the UK. 
 
The Birmingham configuration is ideal, but at least a display board with a city map and all bus and 
metro or tram lines on it, and another display with the next two real-time departures from the train 
station for each of them plus a ticket machine next to it, should be somewhere prominent on the main 
station concourse.  This should be general practice in all medium-size and large railway stations. 
 
Ports 

Real-time information on onward travel 
Again no example could be identified, and in principle the same considerations apply as for railway 
stations.  The one big difference is that in many ports there are very few, if any, options for onward 
travel by public transport.  Furthermore, in contrast to train conductors who stop at many stations, staff 
on board the ferry are normally able to explain to travellers what the options are.   
 
Airports 

Real-time information on onward travel 
Real-time information in the arrival hall of airports about onward bus, tram, metro or rail connections is 
not available at the majority of airports, but at many it is, as for instance in the good practice examples 
given in 10.2.  Certainly there are no technical or logistical problems in providing this information, and 
there is no real reason why it should not be available as a standard everywhere, where real-time 
information on the location of buses etc is available to the operator. 
 
Short waiting times at security 
Short waiting times at security are not just important for passengers arriving at the airport at the last 
minute, but even more so for passengers on connecting flights with short connection times.  
Automated controls using e-gates dramatically reduce queues at border checks (11.1); they were first 
introduced in Australia, but are now starting to be deployed in Europe as well.  The Common Use 
Passenger Processing Systems CUPPS (11.4) supports self-boarding and self-tagging.   
 
The concept for “Checkpoints of the Future” (11.2) categorises travellers as ‘known traveller’, ‘normal’, 
and ‘enhanced security’. The determination will be based on a biometric identifier in the passport or 
other travel document that triggers the results of a risk assessment conducted by government before 
the passenger arrives at the airport. The three security lanes will have technology to check 
passengers according to risk.  “Known travellers” who have registered and completed background 
checks with government authorities will have expedited access.  “Normal screening” would be for the 
majority of travellers. And those passengers for whom less information is available, who are randomly 
selected or who are deemed to be an “Elevated risk” would have an additional level of screening.  
Screening technology is being developed that will allow passengers to walk through the checkpoint 
without having to remove clothes or unpack their belongings. Moreover, it is envisaged that the 
security process could be combined with outbound customs and immigration procedures, further 
streamlining the passenger experience. 
 
All interchanges 

Making interchange unnecessary 
The ideal solution for seamless travel is making interchange altogether unnecessary.  The first place 
where this was made possible was Karlsruhe in Germany, where the first TramTrain was installed 
(4.6).  The same vehicle runs on a rail track within the city and on a heavy rail track outside and 
bridges the difference by being able to switch between different voltages.  TramTrains or TrainTrams, 
depending on the primary application, have since been introduced in a number of places. 
 
A newer solution is the bus-train developed by Toyota (4.5) where a bus was equipped with steel rails, 
so that it can move between road and rail.  Since it requires less infrastructure than the TramTrain, it is 
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a solution that could be widely applicable, although its effectiveness is constrained by the low capacity 
of 25 passenger per bus. 
 
A new idea are vertiports (5.3), which are designed to overcome the problem that space and noise 
constraints mean that airports are normally located well outside the city centres and necessitate a 
sometimes rather lengthy transfer between city and airport.  Vertiports are airports for VTOL (Vertical 
take of and landing) aircrafts.  This classification includes fixed-wing aircraft that can hover, take off 
and land vertically as well as helicopters and other aircraft with powered rotors, such as tiltrotors.  The 
capability to land vertically makes it possible to install a vertiport even on a large roof space in the 
middle of a city, although the vertiport shown in 10.2, with its six gates, mini-taxiways and large 
associated building, has the size of a large urban park. 
 
Roll-on / roll-off service 
The most common form of roll-on/roll-off service is provided by car ferries, and there are hundreds of 
connections all over Europe where this service is provided, some just for river crossing, but others also 
for long distances.   
 
Cars transported on trains (4.1) is a solution that had been, with 163 connections served, most 
widespread in the 1970s, but since then the number of offers strongly declined and there are now only 
50 stations left in Europe where cars can be loaded for long-distance transport (plus various for short-
distance tunnels).  This is a true co-modal solution where the best use is made of the two forms of 
transport at each stage of the journey, but the more widespread use of hire cars meant there is an 
alternative option that is more attractive many travellers. 
 
The third form of service is the train ferry, and there are a number of examples for those, such as the 
Puttgarden-Rodby ferry in the Baltic Sea (4.2) and various in Italy (4.3) and China (4.4).  This solution 
nearly fits under the heading of making interchange unnecessary altogether, except for the fact that 
the train passengers normally have to leave the train for the crossing, but at least they do not have to 
take their luggage with them. 
 
Short distances within the terminal 
Many airports are notorious for the long walking distances in the terminal between the gates and the 
platforms or stops for onward travel, and some of the rail stations are not much better, with Roma 
Termini being on particularly bad example.  There, not only are the distances between the train 
platforms and the two metro stations extremely long, but the connection is also poorly signposted, 
levels change all the time and for many of the level changes there are not even escalators, and where 
there are any, they are often not working.  In contrast, one example where the split-level station design 
has ensured that distances between connections are as short as possible is Berlin Central rail station 
(2.16).   
 
For large airports it is more difficult to achieve this and given the choice between long terminal 
corridors and being bussed to the aircraft, most passengers will prefer the former, as long as moving 
walkways are provided wherever possible.  
 
Easy navigation 
In large terminals, especially in airports, orientation and navigation can be difficult.  Good signposting 
is the first requirement and most terminals make a good effort to provide that.  But navigation is even 
made easier by the new generation of indoor navigations systems that allow downloading floor plans 
of train stations or airports. 
 
Orientation guide for the visually impaired 
Only one example is known for any specific help for the visually impaired in any type of terminal.  In 
Berlin Central Station (2.16) there is a tactile guidance system for the visually impaired which is 
available through wide parts of the station.  There are knobbed guidance strips in the floor that can be 
followed with the guiding stick for the blind.  Knobbed attention plates on the interim floors and rippled 
metal plates on the platforms alert passengers to stairs, lifts, junctions and changes of direction. In 
front of the six main lifts are columns that, when touched, provide information on their location, which 
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platforms are served by the lift and any services provided on the interim floors.  The banisters of the 
stairs included in the guidance system have information on the location of platforms in one direction 
and information on exits and connecting public transportation the other.  In airports, once impaired 
passengers reach the check-in desk at an airport, staff will normally look well after them, but for 
reaching the check-in desk in the first place and for making their way from the exit gate to any form of 
onward transport they normally depend on the help of fellow travellers.  In railway stations and ports 
there is often no staff available to help at all, so again they are up to now in most cases fully depend 
on fellow travellers.  In the future, the solutions most likely to help, rather than physically equipping all 
interchanges with orientation guides, are mobile apps which provide travellers with timetables, 
information on delays as well as information on the physical layout of interchanges. 
 
Level access to PT vehicles 
Level access is today the norm for trains and metros, but many buses and trams still require stepping 
up to. 
 
Convenient luggage services 
For air travel, in the vast majority of cases, flight luggage has to be checked in at the check-in desk at 
the airport.  Deutsche Bahn and Lufthansa had a service for a while where passengers could check-in 
their luggage in Cologne rail station for flights from Frankfurt airport, but this service was discontinued 
due to security considerations.  Now it is only possible to check the luggage in at arrival in Frankfurt 
within the train station, so that at least passengers do not have to carry it with them on the way from 
the station to the airport departure area (1.2).   
 
In Vienna, one step further has been taken, since it is at least possible to check the luggage in at the 
railway station Wien-Mitte before boarding the airport express train (1.8). 
 
However, in Switzerland it is still possible to check their luggage in at 56 rail stations on the day before 
departure and receive their boarding pass at the same time (2.15).  On return, luggage checked in at 
any airport worldwide will be transported from Zürich or Geneva airport to any train station in 
Switzerland.   
 
In Germany Deutsche Bahn (DB) offers a door-to-door luggage service that operates nationwide as 
well as to Austria and the German speaking part of Northern Italy (11.11).  The service can be booked 
on the DB website, but DB cooperates with a courier service for the actual luggage transport. 
  

3.5 MAIN TRIP STAGE 
Car 

Effective motorway management 
There are four main groups of existing control systems that aim at ensuring that best use is made of 
the existing road infrastructure. 
 
The first one, ramp metering, limits the flow of cars onto the motorway in peak periods, thereby 
keeping traffic volumes on the motorway at a level at which traffic can still flow without breakdown and 
resulting congestion.  Nearly all of the existing installations in Europe and elsewhere are operating on 
a ramp by ramp basis, but Australia has implemented coordinated ramp metering on a large scale 
(6.16).  Coordinated metering significantly improves its effectiveness by controlling a whole stretch of 
motorway rather than single points, and spreading the vehicles waiting to get onto the motorway over 
a series of ramps.  
 
The second group is lane control systems (6.7), which control traffic on the motorway by either telling 
drivers that certain lanes are out of use or, more crucially by indicating a variable speed limit in 
accordance with current traffic volumes and conditions.  These speed limits will smooth traffic flow, 
thereby increasing motorway capacity and reducing the risk of congestion. 
 
Hard shoulder running (6.14) adds capacity to the motorway by temporarily allowing the use of the 
hard shoulders, which are normally reserved for emergency stops, by normal traffic.  Hard shoulders 
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will normally need to be strengthened to cope with the heavier loads, which together with the 
necessary control infrastructure, does not make these systems cheap, but it is still a way of adding a 
lane to the motorway without increasing its footprint in the countryside. 
 
Finally, High Occupancy Vehicles (HOV) lanes (6.15) do not directly add capacity to the motorway, but 
they are an incentive for car pooling, since vehicles with more then one person on board get access to 
less or non-congested lanes and will reach their destination much faster than cars in the main stream.  
In some cases, the lanes are also being converted to High Occupancy Tool (HOT) lanes, where single 
drivers can pay to be allowed to use these lanes as well, but this really defeats the original purpose. 
 
All of these systems will help to increase capacity on the motorway and reduce accidents and 
congestion, but one of their limitations lies in the availability of up-date traffic information in the control 
centre, and therefore the accuracy and timeliness of control actions.  In the future, this should be 
increasingly overcome with Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (T2I) communications, which will allow the control 
centres to collect information on current traffic conditions directly from the cars in their network. simTD 
(5.8) is one of the projects working into that direction.  Better information will allow the control centres 
to take smarter control actions, and the direct communication means that information about control 
decisions does not need to be relayed via (costly) Variable Message Signs, but directly from the 
control centre back into the car. 
 
The other limitation of current control system is the maximum density of the traffic, which in turn 
depends on the minimum safe distance between cars.  SARTRE (8.3) is one of the most current ones 
in a series of projects that aim at building “road trains” through Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) 
communication.  The on-board computers take over the control of each car in the train from the driver 
and communicate directly with each other.  This makes reaction to any change in speed or direction of 
the car in front instant and allows much closer head-distances, leading to much higher traffic density 
and dramatically increased motorway capacity.  SARTRE is the only motorway control system classed 
as “fulfils needs in key aspects” in Table 3-1, since once a sufficient number of cars are equipped with 
the necessary sensors and intelligence, their exploitation does not depend on any local infrastructure, 
but they can, at least in theory, be used anywhere in the European motorway network.  The first big 
caveat lies in the “once a sufficient number of cars are equipped”, since a great many drivers must 
invest in this before they will be able to find a significant number of other cars to connect to on the 
road and draw any benefit from their investment.  The second big caveat is the complex legal and 
regulatory framework required to ensure the safety of these systems outside a secure test 
environment. 
 
The final potential future tool for motorway management is the flexible road charging systems 
envisaged for The Netherlands (6.1) that has already been mentioned in the context of the first/last 
mile.  Motorway charges today are generally levied to pay for the cost of infrastructure and are not 
intended to serve as a means of controlling the traffic on the motorway.  In the Dutch scheme fees will 
vary according to time and location, so that the programme can specifically target congested areas.      
 
Safety 
Although many efforts have been made over the years to make cars safer, such as for instance the 
introduction of seat belts or airbags, none of these have been listed as good practice examples in the 
web directory, since they are ubiquitous.  What most of these have in common is that they alleviate the 
impact of accidents rather than preventing them in the first place.  One exception is ABS (Anti-
Blocking Systems) which, depending on the situation, can either reduce the speed at impact or avoid 
impact altogether. 
 
New systems are now aimed at recognising potentially dangerous situations and avoiding accidents to 
happen in the first place.  Assisted driving systems include Headway Monitoring and Warning, 
Adaptive Cruise Control, Lane Departure Warning, Lane Keeping Assist and Side Assist (13.1).  All of 
these, although still quite expensive, are now being increasingly introduced into commercial cars and 
will certainly reduce the number of accidents in the coming years.     
 
Another more recent development is intelligent speed adaptation, where the car’s computer knows the 
speed limit and either advises the driver, if he is about to break it or slows down the car directly, which 
then can be either overridden by the driver or not.  Trials have been held in four Swedish cities and the 
system is now also in use in London.  In Denmark a trial is under way, where the system is combined 
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with an incentive scheme in which drivers get a rebate on their car insurance, if they stick to the speed 
limit.  However, all of this will reduce the accident risk or the consequences of accidents, but cannot 
directly prevent accidents. 
 
Vehicle to vehicle (V2V) communication (5.8 and 13.4) will allow vehicles not just to react to their 
surroundings, but to exchange information between each other and be therefore more pro-active in 
preventing accidents.  However, although various trials have been carried out and are still underway, it 
will be a long way into the future until a sufficient number of cars equipped with V2V are travelling in 
the road network to make it likely that two cars meet in a critical situation that are both equipped.  The 
fact that the first hundreds of thousands of driver would need to purchase cars with the expensive 
equipment knowing that it may be years until they reap the benefits makes it questionable whether 
V2V will ever penetrate the market.  
 
Real-time in-car navigation 
Since the first satnav systems (6.6) came onto the market in the 1980s, they have become 
increasingly sophisticated.  One of the latest developments is that many of them are equipped with 
TMC (Traffic Message Channel) receivers, which obtain real-time traffic information silently on the 
main broadcasting channel without interrupting the main broadcast.  Not only do they flag up delays on 
the intended route, but depending on the length of the expected delay they will also recalculate the 
route to bypass congestion where possible.  TMC is now available in most European countries. 
  
Coach 

Comfortable vehicles 
The standard of coaches varies hugely, but there are plenty of examples of high-quality and 
comfortable coaches, including some with built-in entertainment systems. 
 
Real-time information on trip status and connections 
No existing examples for real-time information in coaches could be identified, although the Austrian 
Postbus is apparently planning to introduce it.  
 
Rail 

Construction of High Speed Rail Systems 
Rail is a much more sustainable form of transport than car travel, and the main way to make it more 
competitive for longer distances is the introduction of High Speed Rail (HSR) systems.  In parts of 
Western Europe the existing network already shows good network coverage (5.7), but further 
extensions are planned in several countries.  Particularly notable are the ambitious plans for Spain, 
where it was intended that by 2020 90% of the population would live within 50km of an HSR station, 
and that all province capitals would have an HSR station and would link with Madrid in four hours or 
less.  But unfortunately the EURO crises and the latest poor economic evaluations of the Sevilla-
Madrid route forced the government to stop the infrastructure plan. 
 
An extreme form of high speed rail, with speeds up to 581 km/h, is the magnetic levitation train, 
Maglev, which has its first long-distance connection between Tokyo and Osaka (5.1).  But the 
construction cost of this system is unfortunately likely to be an obstacle to a more widespread 
introduction.  
 
Departures and arrivals on time 
Modern ITS systems like the one listed in 6.9 will certainly increase the efficiency of train operations, 
and therefore also help to increase the punctuality.  ERTMS can make some contribution, albeit a 
much smaller one. 
 
Minimisation of overcrowding 
The above mentioned ITS systems (6.9) are mainly designed to increase the capacity of the rail 
network and to assign carriages to the trains with the highest passenger demand.  This will, at least 
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initially, also reduce overcrowding, although it is possible that the additional capacity will eventually be 
filled again with additional passengers.    
 
Comfortable carriages 
The standard of the carriages for long-distance trains is generally reasonably high in Europe, not only 
in first class but also in second class compartments, although there are of course differences between 
different train operators. 
 
Real-time information on train status and connections 
The Austrian rail operator ÖBB introduced in 2008 a new service on their high speed trains (10.14), 
which provides in each carriage a visual dynamic passenger information system. The screens show 
the actual travel speed, the travel route on a map, the actual position and distance to the next stops. 
Connections which can be easily reached are highlighted.  An alternative to fixed in-train displays are 
in the era of smart phones new apps that provide this information.  The DB Navigator (10.18) can be 
used for trip planning, but is equally useful during a trip, when a train is delayed, to check which 
onward connections are still possible. 
 
Road and rail 

Direct connections 
Water and mountains are natural obstacles to direct road and rail connections, but bridges and tunnels 
can overcome this, even if at substantial investment costs.  Existing examples are the bridges over the 
Øresund (3.1) and the Great Danish Belt (3.2) and the Channel tunnel (3.3).  Other examples under 
construction or under consideration are the tunnels under Saint Gotthard (3.4), the Brenner (3.5), from 
Fehmarn to Lolland (3.6), the Alps between Lyon and Turin (3.7), the Pyrenees (3.8) and the Gibraltar 
Strait (3.9) and the bridge from Gedser to Rostock (3.10).  
 
Air 

Efficient air traffic management to keep departures and landings on time 
One way of trying to increase the efficiency of airport operation is to privatise them as happened in the 
UK (7.3) and is planned for Spain (7.4).  However, although this provides a financial incentive for 
efficiency, it does not increase it automatically by itself. 
 
An attempt to increase efficiency more directly was made by the EMMA project (6.12), which 
developed advanced onboard support to pilots and planning support to controllers to ensure 
consistency of traffic information given to controllers and pilots.   The SESAR programme is another 
attempt to increase the efficiency of air traffic management (7.2).  NextGen (6.17) is a similar US 
initiative. Finally the UPLINK programme, led by EUROCONTROL, was to provide a data link 
connecting pilots and controllers or aircraft and ground computer systems in order to have fewer 
misunderstandings and reduced workload for controllers as part of their management of airspace 
(13.5). This would as a consequence lead to increased safety and efficiency.  Full European system 
deployment is envisaged by 2015. 
 
Efficient use of air space 
In many locations around Europe air space is getting increasingly tight, but in 2011 EUROCONTROL 
introduced a new system in the Maastricht area, which optimises the use of air space.  This system 
allowed the introduction of new direct routes, which already in the first phase save more than 1 million 
air kilometres per year. 
 
Real-time information on connecting flights 
Numerous airlines provide information on connecting flights within an aircraft approaching an airport, 
either on request of specific passengers, announcements by the staff of an aircraft or display 
information on the monitors of the (personal) IFE (in flight entertainment) systems, available in long-
haul aircraft (10.19).  Among those providing information via IFEs are Lufthansa, Emirates, Singapore 
Airlines, Austrian Airlines, Qatar Airways, Air France, Air New Zealand, Japan Airlines and Air Canada. 
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All modes 

Clean engines 
The oldest alternative to petrol or diesel engines is Autogas or LPG (12.4).  Becoming more widely 
available now are biofuels (12.11), which are a good replacement of oil based fuels as long as they 
are a by-product, and do not stem from crops that are planted instead of food and, even more so, from 
plantations for which rain forests have been cleared. 
 
A better alternative are electric cars, in particular if the electricity comes from renewable sources, and 
the European Green Cars Initiative supports their introduction (12.1).  Key to the wider acceptance of 
electric cars is a readily available network of charging stations.  For Austria a list of charging stations 
exists and is constantly updated (12.12).  The list currently contains over 3000 stations and also points 
out that in two Austrian regions guests can recharge their cars at any hotel they stay or restaurant they 
dine in.   
 
For the future there are two main types of technologies in sight.  The first one reduces the wasted 
energy by converting exhaust heat into usable electric energy through a thermoelectric generator 
(12.3).  This would make petrol engines much more efficient than today, since, as a rule of thumb, 
about 2/3 of the fuel energy fed to the engine is converted into heat and used only occasionally and 
partly for heating the car interior.  The second technology, short FCH, is more revolutionary and 
involves fuel cells, as an efficient conversion technology, and hydrogen, as a clean energy carrier 
(12.5).  The EU has joint forces with industry to accelerate the development of FCH technologies.   
 
Also trains can be powered from renewable electricity.  In Belgium a wind farm powers the rail line 
between Leuven and Liege (12.10), and it should be investigated where this good practice example 
can be followed as sustainable solution in other regions and countries.  
 
The use of electric power is also being piloted for aeroplanes, but here only as hybrid with 
conventional fuel (12.7).  A mix of kerosene and biofuel has been trialled by Lufthansa (12.9) and 
other airlines, although, at least for the time being, the use of biofuel has been stopped or slowed 
down because of excessive costs.  The REACT-CR project used conventional planes, but tried to 
reduce fuel consumption and emissions through a new approach to landing procedures (12.8).  The 
most comprehensive attempt to enhance the environmental performance of aircraft is underway in the 
Clean Sky Initiative, a joint venture of EU and industry (12.6). It is managed by the Clean Sky Joint 
Undertaking (CSJU) and runs until 31 December 2017. The CSJU will deliver demonstrators in all 
segments of civil air transport, grouped into six technological areas called 'Integrated Technology 
Demonstrators' (ITD): SMART Fixed wing Aircraft, Green Regional Aircraft, Green Rotorcraft, 
Sustainable and Green Engines, Systems for Green Engines, Systems for Green Operations, Eco-
Design. 
  

3.6 ALL TRIP STAGES 
All public transport modes 

Integrated planning 
One key issue for co- and intermodality is integrated planning and there are quite a number of positive 
examples around, both in the freight and the passenger sector.  One such example is the Merseyside 
Integrated Transport Executive Merseytravel, which coordinates bus and rail travel in the region (7.5).  
It is based on a franchising model used already in Germany, Denmark, Sweden and The Netherlands.  
A similar example is the city of Wroclaw, which aims at the creation of an integrated multimodal 
transport system for the city and region (9.1).  In Coventry, the Primeline partnership improves bus 
services (6.18).  Wroclaw agglomeration rail (Wrocławska Kolej Aglomeracyjna) has been set up in 
order to improve integration of transport between the city and the surrounding area (9.1).   
 
Another form of partnership is the Edinburgh Airport Transport Forum (ATF) which comprises 
representatives of all transport providers (including bus and rail companies, and taxi operators); the 
Airport Operators Committee (representing airlines and handling agents); neighbouring local 
authorities; the Scottish Executive; Edinburgh Chamber of Commerce; the Edinburgh Airport 
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Consultative Committee (EACC) and SESTRAN, the regional statutory body (7.6).  The ATF oversees 
the strategy to increase public transport mode share and manage vehicle movements, and seeks to 
influence airport access journeys and to raise awareness of public transport options.  
 
Well trained staff 
Well trained staff, who are not only polite and welcoming, but also knowledgeable about the current 
trip as well as possibilities for onward travel, are an important form of assistance for travellers.  One 
example where staff training is been given particular emphasis by providing any new member of staff 
five weeks of training before they start service as on-board train attendants (2.1).  
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4 CONCLUSIONS 
The previous section listed a long series of solutions that address the various system needs, which are 
mainly based on user needs and in a few cases consider operator needs.  However, the coverage is 
rather uneven, with some needs being well addressed and others much less so. 
 
The few identified gaps concern real-time information: real-time information at rail stations in ports on 
ferry departures, real-time information on onward travel at ports, and real-time information on trip 
status and connections for coaches.  However, for the latter the Austrian Postbus operator is aiming to 
install such a system in the near future, and the two former may even already exist somewhere 
unbeknown to the project team, and in any case can be easily realised with technology already in 
use for other existing real-time information.  
 
On the other end of the spectrum, there are just a few needs for which, at least in principle, there are 
universal solutions available.  These are: 

Ø Hire cars at airports for the last mile; 

Ø Park & Ride facilities for the first mile; 

Ø Demand responsive public transport services; 

Ø Cars with assisted driving facilities to make cars safer; and  

Ø Electric vehicles to make cars cleaner, even though facilities to reload batteries are in some 
countries still very rare. 

 
The closest candidates for availability for all of Europe are the routeRANK travel planner, although this 
does not contain information on local public transport in the publicly available version, and the German 
Reiseauskunft and DB navigator, which both provide rail information for all of Europe, though door-to-
door information only for Germany. 
 
All other solutions identified are only available for certain countries, regions or even cities, although a 
roll-out to other sites is in most cases technically perfectly feasible.  The main obstacle to further 
developing and implementing solutions that reach across borders is the lack of common standards for 
data bases and data exchange.  Here is a role for the European Commission to help further the 
development of these standards and providing a central point, for instance through EUROSTAT, 
where key data could be stored and be made available to all. 
 
Overall, it was somewhat unexpected that there were so few of the system needs identified by 
ORIGAMI in the first place for which no solution has been found that is already available or at least 
under development somewhere in Europe.  Engineers in Europe and worldwide have addressed the 
user needs of long-distance travellers in a multitude of ways, all that is needed is that these solutions 
are rolled out throughout Europe.   
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